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CONTENTS

 Why is it important to build confidence and engage savers (with emphasis on 
younger savers)?

 What are the main barriers to engagement, what undermines confidence?

 What can we do about it?



 Hopefully, general agreement this is important but for FIC there are a number of primary reasons

 Auto-enrolment has been one of the few public policy successes of recent times but still more to do to 
ensure younger generations

 Build up financial resilience/ security

 In longer term can look forward to a decent retirement income

 Particular problem with gig economy employees/ self-employed (women badly affected)

 Pensions/ asset management industry very inefficient, huge value extraction – passive consumers 
allow that to happen

 Major transfer/ personalisation of risk being forced on consumers (DB to DC, daft pensions ‘freedom 
and choice’ reforms) – the risks this creates is not fully appreciated

 To make our money a force for good

 Financial markets one of the most powerful economic and social forces in our lives (and lives of future 
generations) – supposed to ensure capital gets from where it is, to where it’s needed 

 But, serious questions about the ‘economic and social utility’ of our financial markets/ financial 
intermediation, major externality costs (environment, economic/ social impacts)

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO BUILD CONFIDENCE
AND ENGAGE SAVERS? 



 We identify a number of factors that inhibit engagement, undermine confidence

 Litany of misselling scandals have left a legacy of mistrust

 Spurious complexity, proliferation of products/ strategies

 Financial markets seen as arcane, risky

 Financial markets/ institutions seen as lacking a purpose, or fail to connect with savers (vague notion 
that saving for retirement, but that seen as a long way off, and, in meantime, little connection with 
savers)

 Financial capability/ behavioural issues: awareness, confidence, knowledge, and propensity to act 
(consumers notoriously present centred/ deferred gratification not easy, the future is a long way off 
and scary)

 Financial services cannot be seen in isolation – it’s a busy, complicated world with numerous 
products, services, lifestyle choices competing for the attention of consumers, financial services just 
not front and centre in consumers’ minds 

 In the UK and other Anglo-Saxon economies the attraction of property is a big issue (perhaps not as 
much for younger generations though) 

WHAT ARE THE MAIN BARRIERS TO ENGAGEMENT, WHAT 
UNDERMINES CONFIDENCE?



 No easy task – requires concerted effort from policymakers, regulators, pension fund trustees, 
employers, pensions/ investment industry, and consumer groups

 Still rebuilding trust and confidence in the industry – continue with tough regulation to deal with 
conflicts of interest/ misselling, promotes real competition (hitherto, good conduct has provided little 
competitive advantage)

 Role of influential intermediaries/ consultants needs to be tackled (employers/ trustees influential here)

 Financial institutions need to work harder at hard wiring good governance and ethics into culture and 
operations

 Simplify and streamline products and strategies (again, employers/ trustees influential)

 Better ways of sharing risk must be found

 Increase non-profit advice capacity

 Financial education per se very limited impact but engagement activities can work  

 Employers/ trustees big role to play in engaging savers – become more consultative, demonstrate impact, offer 
scheme members the choices they want

 AE been a success, provides a great platform to further build engagement  

 Pensions/ investment industry demonstrate purpose/ relevance (but without greenwashing) 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?




